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Plasmas in spherical and conventional tokamaks, with weakly reversed shear q profile and

minimum q above but close to unity, are susceptible to an non-resonant (m,n)¼ (1,1) internal kink

mode. This mode can saturate and persist and can induce a (2,1) seed island for Neoclassical

Tearing Mode. [Breslau et al. Nucl. Fusion 51, 063027 (2011)]. The mode can also lead to large

energetic particle transport and significant broadening of beam-driven current. Motivated by these

important effects, we have carried out extensive nonlinear simulations of the mode with finite

toroidal rotation using parameters and profiles of an NTSX plasma with a weakly reversed shear

profile. The numerical results show that, at the experimental level, plasma rotation has little effect

on either equilibrium or linear stability. However, rotation can significantly influence the nonlinear

dynamics of the (1,1) mode and the induced (2,1) magnetic island. The simulation results show that

a rotating helical equilibrium is formed and maintained in the nonlinear phase at finite plasma

rotation. In contrast, for non-rotating cases, the nonlinear evolution exhibits dynamic oscillations

between a quasi-2D state and a helical state. Furthermore, the effects of rotation are found

to greatly suppress the (2,1) magnetic island even at a low level. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4816026]

I. INTRODUCTION

In spherical tokamaks like the National Spherical Torus

Experiment (NSTX) or the Mega-Ampere Spherical

Tokamak (MAST), high b plasmas with weakly reversed q
profiles and minimum safety factor qmin close to but greater

than unity are susceptible to an global ideal MHD instability

called the non-resonant internal kink mode (NRK), as pre-

dicted by Hastie et al.2 Recent stability calculations of NRK

in spherical tokamaks have confirmed this prediction.1,3,4

This mode, which is related to the infernal mode,5 was used

successfully to explain the Long Lived Mode (LLM)

observed in MAST.3,4 Recent nonlinear simulations by

Breslau et al.1 showed that the n¼ 1 NRK can be unstable in

NSTX plasmas with weakly reversed q profile when qmin is

sufficiently close to unity, and that it can nonlinearly saturate

and induce a (2,1) magnetic island at the q¼ 2 surface. This

induced (2,1) island could explain the triggerless (2,1)

Neoclassical Tearing Mode (NTM) observed in such NSTX

plasmas.6 This mode can also lead to large fast ion transport

and broadening of beam-driven current resulting in signifi-

cant modification of the q profile.3,7,8 Furthermore, NRK has

important implications for the advanced operation regime of

conventional tokamaks, where similar saturated kink modes

or long lived modes have been observed.

Following the previous work by Breslau et al.,1 linear

and nonlinear simulations of the NRK have been carried out

for an NSTX plasma using the extended MHD code M3D.9

Our work extends the previous work1,3,4 by retaining finite

toroidal rotation. Our simulation results show nearly steady

state saturation of the NRK with rotation, similar to the pre-

vious result for non-rotating plasmas. More importantly, our

results show that the induced (2,1) island is greatly sup-

pressed by effects of toroidal rotation. This result is consist-

ent with the experimental observation of an increased

threshold for NTM due to sheared rotation in NSTX.6

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II,

the simulation model and parameters are briefly described.

In Sec. III, results of linear simulations are presented. In Sec.

IV, nonlinear simulations are described. Finally, Sec. V

gives discussions of this work and conclusions.

II. SIMULATION MODEL, PARAMETERS, PROFILES,
AND EQUILIBRIUM SET UP

For this study, the 3D nonlinear extended MHD code

M3D (Ref. 9) is used. In particular, we used the dissipative

MHD model to simulate the kink mode nonlinearly. The

model consists of the full resistive MHD equations plus addi-

tional dissipative terms including viscosity and heat conduc-

tion.9 In addition, we used an artificial sound wave method

to model fast thermal equilibration along field lines. In this

method, a pair of wave equations for the temperature are

solved along field lines with wave speed a few times the

Alfv�en speed (see Eqs. (8) and (9) in Ref. 9). This method

was found to improve the accuracy of the parallel tempera-

ture equilibration over that of the standard parallel heat dif-

fusion equation used in the previous work.1 In the M3D

code, this system of dissipative MHD equations is discre-

tized using linear finite elements on triangular mesh in each

poloidal plane and solved as an initial-value problem.

a)Electronic mail: fu@pppl.gov
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As in the previous work,1 we consider parameters and

profiles based on an NBI-heated NSTX plasma (shot

#124379 at t¼ 0.635 s) with a weakly reversed shear q pro-

file. The parameters are: major radius R¼ 0.858 m, minor ra-

dius a¼ 0.602 m, inverse aspect ratio � � a=R ¼ 0:701,

toroidal magnetic field B0 ¼ 0:44 T, density q0 � n0mi

¼ 3:1� 10�8 kg=m�3, Alfv�en speed vA � B0

ðq0l0Þ1=2 ¼ 7:07

�105 m=s, and Alfv�en time sA ¼ R=vA. The normalized pres-

sure profile, q profile and electron density profile are shown

in Fig. 1 as a function of the minor radius r ¼
ffiffiffiffi

U
p

with U
being the normalized toroidal flux. The q profile is nearly flat

with minimum of q, qmin ¼ 1:07, located at r/a¼ 0.3. These

profiles were obtained from equilibrium reconstruction and

the transport analysis code TRANSP using measured plasma

profiles of density, temperature, magnetic field line pitch,

and equilibrium toroidal rotation. For most of simulations

presented, the value of qmin was chosen to be qmin ¼ 1:07,

which is presumed to be within the uncertainty of q profile

from equilibrium reconstruction. A resistivity profile took

the form gðTÞ ¼ g0ðT=T0Þ�3=2
, where T0 and g0 are the tem-

perature and resistivity on axis, respectively. In our simula-

tion, g0 was set to 5� 10�6 with corresponding Lundquist

number S ¼ 1=g0 ¼ 2� 105. Viscosity was chosen to be

10�4 in the plasma core and larger in the edge region. The

perpendicular thermal conductivity was v? ¼ 5� 10�5.

Radial resolution was 121 radial by 480 poloidal by 12 toroi-

dal zones, and toroidal mode numbers up to n¼ 3 were kept.

Time step was 0:01sA. We have performed a systematic con-

vergence study varying the spactial resolution as well as

time step size. We find that the numerical resolution used is

adequate for the results to be shown below.

Based on these profiles and parameters, a static equilib-

rium was calculated using the equilibrium code VMEC

based on given pressure and q profiles. The computed equi-

librium solution was then used as initial condition for M3D

code. For cases with sheared toroidal rotation, M3D itself is

used to compute a self-consistent equilibrium by evolving

the MHD equations nonlinearly to a steady state using a

large viscosity (10�3) and a low resistivity (10�6). And to

keep temperature as a flux function, the coefficient of spe-

cific heat is set to c ¼ 1. After a steady state is reached, the

viscosity is turned down to a smaller value on order of 10�4

and an initial perturbation is applied to simulate the linear

and nonlinear phase. The obtained steady state solution cor-

responds to a new rotating equilibrium consistent with a pre-

scribed rotation profile. Figure 2 shows that the density

profile with toroidal rotation (in red) at twice the experimen-

tal level is shifted outward relative to the non-rotating den-

sity profile (in black). This rotation-induced shift agrees well

with the following analytic model:10 temperature (T) and to-

roidal angular velocity (X) are both assumed to be poloidal

flux functions, T ¼ TðwÞ;X ¼ XðwÞ, and the density profile

is shifted outward,

q ¼ q0ðwÞeðR
2�R2

0
ÞKðwÞ; (1)

where q is plasma mass density profile with rotation, R is

major radius with R0 being R at magnetic axis,

K ¼ X2=ð2TÞ.

III. LINEAR STABILITY

We first describe linear simulation results without

rotation. Linear calculations of n¼ 1, n¼ 2, and n¼ 3 were

performed with the M3D code. The results show that the

n¼ 1 mode is unstable with growth rate csA ¼ 0:0395

while both the n¼ 2 and n¼ 3 mode are stable. Here

sA � 1=xA; xA ¼ vAð0Þ=R0, is the toroidal Alfv�en transit

time. Additional simulations show that n¼ 4 and n¼ 5

modes are also stable. Furthermore, the n¼ 1 growth rate is

FIG. 1. Equilibrium profile of q, pressure, density (q), and toroidal rotation (X). FIG. 2. Density profile with (red) and without rotation.
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almost independent of resistivity for g up to g ¼ 1 � 10�4,

indicating it is an ideal mode. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show the

linear eigenmode structure of the stream function U and the

perturbed pressure, where U is related to the incompressible

part of the plasma velocity by the following equation:

v ¼ R2�r?U �ruþrvþ vur/: (2)

We observe that the mode structures are located in the core

region and are dominated by the (1,1) harmonic. The mode’s

stability is found to be very sensitive to the qmin value as

shown in Fig. 3(c). These linear results are consistent with

previous analytic and numerical results.1–3

We next consider linear stability in the presence of

sheared rotation. In our simulations, the rotation profile from

the NSTX experiment is used as shown in Fig. 1. The peak

rotation at the magnetic axis is X0=xA ¼ 0:12 which corre-

sponds to f0 ’ 15 KHz and v/;0 ’ 1� 105 m=s. It should be

noted that this rotational speed is close to the thermal ion

speed vth ’ 1:8� 105m=s for typical NSTX parameters and

the rotation is in the same direction as the plasma current.

We have carried out linear simulations of the n¼ 1

mode with different rotation speeds. Results in Fig. 4 show

that rotation is mostly stabilizing for moderate rotation level,

although it is interesting to note that the effect of rotation is

actually marginally destabilizing for small rotation values.

The stabilizing effect is quite weak at the experimental rota-

tion level (i.e., X0=xA ¼ 0:12). This result is similar to pre-

vious stability results.3,11

IV. NONLINEAR SIMULATIONS

In this section, we consider the nonlinear evolution of

the n¼ 1 NRK in the NSTX plasma with and without rota-

tion. Below, we first present results without rotation.

FIG. 3. (a) Linear eigenmode structure

of velocity stream function U, (b) pres-

sure perturbation, and (c) growth rate

of the n¼ 1 NRK versus qmin.

FIG. 4. The n¼ 1 linear growth rate versus rotation frequency.
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A. Nonlinear dynamics without toroidal rotation

In nonlinear simulations with M3D, current and pressure

sources are used and held fixed in time. These sources are

prescribed to be consistent with the corresponding pressure

and current profiles, i.e., the equilibrium is at steady state in

2D. Figure 5(a) shows the kinetic energy evolution for toroi-

dal mode numbers n¼ 0, 1, 2, 3. In the initial linear phase,

the n¼ 1 mode grows with growth rate csA ¼ 0:0395. After

this linear phase, the high-n components are driven unstable

nonlinearly with cn¼2 ’ 2cn¼1 and cn¼3 ’ 3cn¼1. After a

short time of nonlinear growth, the modes saturate at about

t ¼ 300sA. In this early nonlinear phase, an m/n¼ 2/1 mag-

netic island begins to emerge as shown in Fig. 5(b). This

island is induced nonlinearly by the main (1,1) mode. After

the (1,1) mode is saturated, the (2,1) island still keeps grow-

ing for a short time before reaching a quasi-steady state

[Fig. 5(c)]. It has been suggested that this induced island can

act as a trigger for the NTM mode observed in the NSTX

plasma.1

It is interesting to note that, after the initial saturation of

the n¼ 1 energy, a quasi-periodic nonlinear oscillative phase

emerges with a period around tperiod ’ 120. Fig. 6 shows the

relative phase of oscillations in mode kinetic energy, peak

pressure value, and magnetic axis shift and Fig. 7 shows the

corresponding evolution of Poincare contours of magnetic

FIG. 5. (a) Kinetic energy evolution of toroidal mode numbers n¼ 0, 1, 2,

and 3; (b) Poincare plot at time ¼ 0sA (left) and time ¼ 533sA (right); (c)

evolution of m/n¼ 2/1 island width.

FIG. 6. Nonlinear evolution of (a) n¼ 1 component kinetic energy, (b) max-

imum of pressure, and (c) vertical axis displacement.

FIG. 7. Evolution of Poincare magnetic field topology during an oscillation

period.
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field lines during a representative period (from t¼ 771 to

t¼ 882). It is clear that the peak pressure evolution is out of

phase with the magnetic axis shift. However, there is roughly

90� phase shift between the mode kinetic energy oscillation

and axis shift, We also note that at t¼ 882, at the minimum

of axis shift, the magnetic flux surfaces recover roughly the

2D axi-symmetric state except the remaining (2,1) island.

The details of the physical mechanism for this nonlinear os-

cillation will be examined in future. Finally, it is important

to note that during these large oscillation of magnetic config-

urations and the mode energy, the (2,1) island width remains

roughly constant with correspondingly small-amplitude

oscillations.

It should be pointed out that, although our results here

(at zero rotation) are similar to those of previous results,1

there is one important difference. Our results indicate that

the mode saturation is dynamic with large oscillations in

mode energy and magnetic configuration, whereas the previ-

ous results gave steady state saturation corresponding to a

helical equilibrium. The difference is mainly due to the dif-

ferent parameters used and the different models for the paral-

lel heat conduction. In this work, we used a smaller viscosity

(l ¼ 10�4) and the artificial sound wave method for parallel

heat conduction. We have carried out a systematic study of

the dependence of the oscillation on dissipation parameters

and the parallel heat conduction model. We find that the non-

linear oscillations are suppressed by using larger values of

viscosity (i.e., l � 3� 10�4) or by turning off the artificial

sound wave method. In Sec. IV B, we will show that a finite

toroidal rotation can also suppress these dynamic

oscillations.

B. Nonlinear saturation with toroidal rotation

We now present the first nonlinear simulation results of

NRK with finite toroidal rotation. In our simulations, the full

effects of plasma toroidal rotation are retained with a rota-

tion source consistent with the initial rotating equilibrium.

Figure 8(a) shows a comparison of kinetic energy evolution

between rotating and non-rotating cases using the experi-

mental profile (both shape and value). We observe that the

mode kinetic energy evolution is almost the same in the lin-

ear and early nonlinear phase in the two cases. However,

there is a striking difference in the nonlinear phase after the

initial mode saturation, namely, the large nonlinear oscilla-

tions in the non-rotating case are suppressed in the rotating

case, where a steady state saturation is now reached. Figure

8(b) shows the corresponding evolution of the magnetic axis

shift. It is clear that, in the rotating case, a steady state helical

equilibrium is established and maintained and is rotating at

the frequency close to the core rotation frequency of

frotation;0 ’ 15 KHz. We have carried out a study of the de-

pendence of nonlinear saturation on the level of plasma rota-

tion. Figure 9 shows the mode kinetic energy evolution at

three rotation levels. We observe that the nonlinear oscilla-

tion can be suppressed for rotation value as low as

X0=xA ¼ 0:06, which is half of the NSTX value.

A more important effect of plasma rotation is its sup-

pression of the (2,1) magnetic island. Figure 10 shows the

FIG. 8. (a) Evolution of the n¼ 1 and n¼ 2 kinetic energy with and without

rotation; (b) evolution of magnetic axis shift with (green) and without (blue)

rotation; (c) Poincare plot without rotation; (d) Poincare plot with rotation.

FIG. 9. Nonlinear evolution of total kinetic energy for three rotation levels.
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evolution of the (2,1) island width with three rotation levels.

It is clear that plasma toroidal rotation can greatly reduce the

island width even at a very low level of X0=xA ¼ 0:03. This

result is consistent with shielding of magnetic islands due to

differential rotation.12–15 This result is also consistent with

the NSTX experiment where the rotation shear was found to

increase the threshold of NTM onset.6 It should be pointed

that the calculated island width depends somewhat on the

value of resistivity used. Our simulation results indicate that

the island width increases as resistivity increases. The scal-

ing of island width with resistivity will be investigated and

reported in a future publication.

Finally, we have examined the effects of NRK on rota-

tion profile. Figure 11 compares the equilibrium rotation pro-

file (red, t¼ 0) and the rotation profile in the saturated phase

(blue, t¼ 3000). We observe that the NRK flattens the profile

in the core. The amount of flattening is quite small. Thus, in

this case, the NRK itself does not affect the rotation

significantly.

V. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we have carried out a systematic study of

linear and nonlinear evolution of the non-resonant internal

kink mode in NSTX plasmas with and without rotation. The

work extends previous simulation studies1 to finite plasma

rotation. We find that a finite rotation, even at low levels,

can greatly suppress the induced (2,1) island. We have also

discovered an intriguing new dynamic nonlinear state at zero

rotation. In this static case, a quasi-periodic phase was found

after the initial mode saturation. In this new nonlinear re-

gime, the magnetic topology oscillates between a helical

state and a quasi-axisymmetric state. The mechanism and

implication of this new nonlinear oscillation will be the sub-

ject of future work.

The results of our simulations were based on the param-

eters and profiles of an NSTX plasma (shot # 124379 at

t¼ 0.635 s) where soft X-ray (SXR) data showed a saturated

(2,1) mode of tearing parity together with a strong (1,1) com-

ponent. This (2,1) mode is presumed to be an NTM with an

island structure based on the inversion found in the SXR sig-

nal near the q¼ 2 surface. Our work was originally moti-

vated by the previous work1 which suggested that the

induced (2,1) island by the non-resonant (1,1) mode can trig-

ger the (2,1) NTM. Our results show, however, that the simu-

lated (1,1) mode rotates at a mode frequency close to the

core rotation frequency, whereas in the experiment the (1,1)

was seen to rotate together with the (2,1) component at the

q¼ 2 rotation frequency. Thus, the experimental (1,1) mode

appears to be just a coupled component of the resistive (2,1)

NTM rather than the simulated ideal non-resonant kink

mode. This discrepancy may come from the lack of neoclass-

ical effects in our simulation model. The neoclassical effects

can also lead to significant damping of toroidal rotation due

to the NRK. Nonetheless our results still indicate that the

ideal non-resonant kink mode can provide a seed island

(even at a rotationally reduced width) for the (2,1) NTM as

long as it is excited when qmin is sufficiently close to unity.

Interestingly our results of a saturated rotating NRK mode

agree very well with the observed LLM in MAST where the

LLM was identified to be an ideal non-resonant (1,1) kink

mode with no sign of magnetic islands in the SXR signal.

Our results are also similar to the recent numerical results of

MAST equilibria with helical core under conditions of weak

reversed central shear.16,17

In addition to lacking neoclassical effects, the results

presented here were obtained without the important kinetic

effects of energetic beam ions (although the beam-induced

plasma rotation is included). Previous work has indicated

that the fast beam ions can have a moderate stabilizing effect

on the ideal kink mode.1,3 Our initial simulations with beam

ions show a large stabilizing effect at zero rotation. Future

work will consider the effects of energetic beam ions on both

linear stability and nonlinear saturation including the excita-

tion of fishbone modes.

In conclusion, we have performed extensive nonlinear

simulation of the non-resonant internal kink mode in NSTX

plasmas with finite plasma toroidal rotation. The numerical

results show that, at the experimental level, plasma rotation

has little effect on either equilibrium or linear stability.

However, rotation has significant effects on the nonlinear dy-

namics of the (1,1) mode evolution and the induced (2,1)

island. The simulation results show that, at finite rotation, a

rotating helical equilibrium is maintained in the nonlinear

FIG. 10. Evolution of the m/n¼ 2/1 island width for three toroidal levels.

FIG. 11. Toroidal rotation profile at t¼ 0 and t¼ 3000.
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phase. In contrast, for non-rotating cases, the nonlinear evo-

lution exhibits dynamic oscillation between a quasi-2D state

and a helical state with corresponding oscillation in the

mode kinetic energy. Furthermore, the effects of sheared

rotation are found to greatly suppress the (2,1) magnetic

island even at a low level. These results have important

implications for confinement of both thermal plasma and

energetic particles in spherical and conventional tokamaks.

First, the plasma rotation could be used to control NTM, by

reducing its seed island. Second, the obtained rotating helical

state could lead to large energetic particle transport and

broadening of the current profile. The role of energetic par-

ticles on this kink mode will be the subject of a future

publication.
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